MAKING MY MONEY GROW

APPENDIX 1

GUIDE YOUR MONEY GAME
EQUIPMENT
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Board – or make your own life sized version using the instructions below.
1 die
Tokens – 1 per player
Play ‘Money’ – options include paper money, plastic coins or discs, beads, blocks
Money quiz cards – provided on a template to print and cut out.

PLAYING RULES
1.

Each player chooses one token to represent her while
traveling around the board. When playing the life-sized
version the player moves around the board herself.

2.

Each player starts with five pieces of play ‘money’.

3.

Place all players’ tokens on the START

4.

Players may choose whether to go left or right, but must
continue in the direction that they choose.

5.

Roll the die and move the number of spaces that you roll.

6.

Directions for game squares:
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Savings: Your savings are growing = Move two spaces
forward
Savings: You’ve earned interest! = Move one space
forward
Borrow: Roll the die again to see how much you
will borrow = Collect that number of extra pieces of
money.
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Pay back what you’ve borrowed = If you landed on
the BORROW space what did you roll? Move back this
number of spaces plus 1 more for interest charged.
◦◦ If you did not land on the BORROW space you
have nothing to pay.
Shopping spree = Move one space back
Budget over spent = Move two spaces backwards
Check your investments! Roll the die again.
◦◦ If the die lands on an EVEN number (2, 4 or 6): Your investments are growing. Move forward that
number of spaces
◦◦ If the die lands on an odd number (1, 3 or 5): Your
investments have lost money. Move back that
number of spaces.
Money quiz = Player to the left selects a money quiz
card and reads it to the player whose turn it is. Answer
the question correctly and you can roll the die and
move forward next turn. If you don’t answer the
question correctly, miss a turn.

LIFE SIZED GUIDE YOUR MONEY GAME
Materials
ʞʞ Option 1 – Rope and tent pegs
ʞʞ Option 2 – Rope and heavy duty tape
ʞʞ Option 3 – Heavy duty tape
ʞʞ Option 4 – Coloured chalk
ʞʞ Pens and pencils
ʞʞ Paint
ʞʞ Paper
ʞʞ Cardboard boxes
ʞʞ Craft materials
ʞʞ Foam rubber
ʞʞ Dress ups
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Instructions
1. Choose your option for laying out the game indoors or outdoors. Use a
minimum space approximately 6 metres x 6 metres or larger depending on
the size of your group.
2.

Write and draw each of the game squares on cardboard boxes (or sides of
boxes) and put them in place along the tape/rope using the game board as a
guide.

3.

Use craft materials and dress ups to create life-sized ‘token’ costumes for every
player. If you have a large group you may wish to play in teams and make one
costume per team. Make sure everyone in your team has a go at playing on the
board.

4.

Make a giant die out of foam rubber, carving or drawing the dots on each side.

5.

Make or find a money quiz box to put the cards in, for each corner. You will
need 2-4 sets of quiz cards.

